
Discovering lomon Ware
Throughout history, potters have

made beautiful storage containers out
of ciay. The ancient Egyptians made

jars to hold the organs of the dead as

part of their rituals relating to beliefs

about an afterlife. The ancient Greeks

made large vessels to hold their har-
vest grains. But the Jomon people, a
preliterate Japanese culture (about

9000 to 300 ecr), created storage pots

beyond anything required in a simple

object for practical use. Jomon vessels

represent some of the most powerful
and dynamic examples of coil work
that exist.

The word jomon actually means
"cord-impression pattern." The pat-
terns that form the most elegant ele-

ments of decoration on these storage

and cooking vessels are made from
coiled clay. In addition to surface coils,

the pots incorporate designs that are

impressed or incised into the clay.

Jomon pottery is notable for an-

other reason: its distinctive style came

from a hunting and gathering society
of the Paleolithic period. Historically,
storage vessels were not produced until
people settled into the agrarian way of
life and relied upon tilling the soil for
planting and harvesting crops. Many
Jomon designs incorporate animal
imagery in a subtle way. The ornately
embellished shapes dramatize the
artistic creativity of the potter, and
the beauty of these utilitarian objects

fills the viewer with curiosity about the
Jomon people.

Little is known about the people

who produced these fanciful earthen-

ware vessels. We know they were the
first people to settle on Japan's closely

linked chain of islands. Surrounded by
four great seas, warm currents influ-
enced the climate on the southern and
western shores resulting in luxuriant
vegetation. The cold currents of the
northern and eastern waters nourished
excellent fishing grounds for the coastal

people. It is thought that because of
the plentiful food supply on the land
and in the sea, and the safety from
invasion afforded by the surrounding
waters, the Jomon people thrived and
enjoyed a peaceful and bountiful life.

Such relative peace and plenty relieved
people of the simple struggle to sur-
vive, thus allowing them the luxury of
making these artistic objects.

Fig. 3-24. Although
they appear decora-
tive, Jomon pots
served an irnpor-
tant function-
they were used as

storag€ vessels.
Flame Style Storage

Vessel. Japan, Middle
Jomon period ca. 2500-
1500 BCE. Earihen-
ware vyith caryed and
appiied decoration,
22' (55.8 crn) diam-
eter. @The Cleveiand
Museu:tt of Art, John
L. Severance Fund,
1984.i18.
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